
Consolidating Multiple Loads into One Multi-Stop Load

 When a single division has material for multiple customers (or multiple 
ship-tos for the same customer) that will be moved on a single vehicle, the 
ERP system sends the information to the Nucor web-TMS as a single load 
with multiple stops.  However, there are cases where this is not possible.

 For example, if two Nucor divisions are located near each other and have material 
going to a mutual customer, each division may place material on a shared vehicle.  
Since multiple divisions are involved, the ERPs may not be able to combine the 
loads before sending the information to the Nucor web-TMS.

 The Nucor web-TMS has functionality to combine individual DSMs 
together and create a new, multi-stop load offer (DSM) that incorporates 
the individual loads for dispatch, scheduling, and freight audit.

To consolidate multiple loads into a new DSM:

1. Go to Plan / Load Pool Management

2. Using the search filters as necessary, check the boxes for the loads 
which are to be consolidated

3. Click the link “perform actions on selected loads” at the top of the page
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NOTE: Hidden Time appears when the “hide estimated delivery from shipper….” box on the ETA Handling 
configuration is set.  This has no effect and is not visible on the consolidated DSM.
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4. Select “Consolidate” and press the Go button

5. On the Load Consolidation screen, update the sequence order, rate 
base name, rating mileage and, if necessary, the equipment type.  

 Original screen:

 After changes:

 If the delivery location for both stops is the same location, set the same 
number for both to create a clean two-pickup/one-delivery load.
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Update 
sequence

Total Miles 
should be on 
first line only

Rate base 
should be on 
first line only
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6. Although not required, the “updated consolidated view” link can be 
used to preview the changes made. This updates the load weight in the 
summary line:

7. Once all updates have been made, click the “Accept” button to 
complete the consolidation

8. A new DSM is created combining the attributes of the component loads

 Master Ref# reflects the Ref# from each component load with comma separation

 Pickup dates (and appts) shown on the summary level is for the first pickup

 Delivery dates (and appts) shown on the summary level is for the final delivery

 Pickup and delivery appointments are scheduled as normal and sent back to the 
appropriate ERP

 The new DSM looks and acts exactly as a normal load for tendering, 
scheduling, retractions, communication, audit approval and payment.
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NOTES:

 The posting location is determined by the “A” load.  This defines which 
tendering and rating rules will be used to create the load timeline and 
which designated contact will be displayed.

 The “A” designation is given to the load with the earliest pickup date.  If both loads 
have the same pickup date and time, the “A” designation is given to the load with 
the highest DSM number.  If a particular division is required to be the ‘A’ load, 
update the pickup date/time or cancel/repost that component load prior to 
consolidating to ensure it has the most recent number.

 No client keys are set or shown on the consolidated DSM

 All OMSI communication with the individual ERPs uses original client keys

 The “switch to component view” option is available on the Load 
Consolidation page.  This can be clicked to re-order the screen and view 
load information in an alternate way (with the A load and B loads 
separated).  This does not change the process and all required changes 
to sequence, rate base, miles and equipment type remain the same.

 The original DSMs still exist with a status of “JOINED”.  These are not 
active loads; however they can be found if searched for by number. 

 Carrier name and applicable charges are reflected on the joined loads, but 
appointment information is not.

 No actions are available on the ‘joined’ DSMs
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NOTES:

 If a load has already shipped and if the charges are sent at shipment 
(not approval) and if the load will be consolidated AFTER shipment has 
already occurred – the invoices for payment at the ERP level will need to 
be updated manually!
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Consolidated Loads: What the Carrier Sees

 Consolidated loads look and act the same as multi-stop loads created 
by a single division. Carriers do not see any indication of consolidation 
or the original/joined DSMs.

 Consolidated load being offered on the Respond to Offers page:

 Consolidated load being offered on the View Load Tenders page:
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Consolidated Loads: What the Carrier Sees

 Schedule screen after load has been awarded to carrier:

 Carrier is offered opportunity to schedule pickup appointment at both divisions 
from the same screen

 Appointments are reflected on the Dock Schedule for the appropriate division
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